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Abstract
In this paper we prove that if we take ),( xtf to be identically zero and assume that the
initial value 0u is smooth, divergence-free vector field satisfying
k
kx xCxu
 )1()(0  on
3R for any  and ,k then the Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1) have a smooth global
solution  xtu , , ),( xtp with bounded energy if and only if ).)(( 210 Du
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（1）Introduction
If we take the external force ),( xtff  to be identically zero then the Navier-Stokes initial
value problem can be written in the following form as
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where )),(),,(),,((),( 321 xtuxtuxtuxtuu  is the velocity field, )(00 xuu  is the initial
velocity, ),( xtpp  is the pressure,
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In these three equations pu, are unknown and 0u are given.
The existence and uniqueness of solutions and regularity properties for the Navier-Stokes
problems are extensively studied. There is an extensive literature on the solvability of the initial
value problem for Navier-Stokes equations. In this paper we will give a satisfied answer to the
following Millenium Problem
(A) Existence and smoothness of Navier-Stokes solutions on .3R Take the viscosity  ˃0
and .3n Let 0u be any smooth, divergence-free vector field satisfying
    kkx xCxu  10  on ,3R for any  and .k
Take  xtf , to be identically zero. Then there exists smooth functions    xtuxtp ,,, on
  30 R， that stafy (1) and
  ,,0, 3RCup  
  dxxtu
R
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, ˂C for all 0t (bounded enery).
We will answer the above problem using the theory of semigroups of bounded operators
and fractional powers .
Let )( 3RLp （2 p ˂）be the Banach space of real vector functions in )( 3RLp with the
inner product defined in the usual way. That is
３ )3,2,1)((),,,(,:)( 3321333  iRLuuuuuRRuRL pip .
For ),(),,( 3321 RLuuuu p we define the norm
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The set of all real vector functions u such that div u =0 and )( 30 RCu
 is denoted by
).( 3,0 RC
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 Let )(
3RDLp be the closure of )(
3
,0 RC

 in ).(
3RLp If )(
3RCu  then
)( 32 RDLu implies div u =0. (see p.270,p.313in 【4】). Therefore if )( 3RCu  then
(2) )()( 32
3 RDLRDLu p  inplies div .0u
In fact, suppose that   ).()(,,, 33321 RDLRCuuuuu p  Then there exists a sequence
 .,..2,1:)( 3,0   nRCun  such that ，n
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uniformly on 3R for
.3,2,1i (see Theorem 1.39 in 【17】）It from the proof of Theorem 7.11 in 【16】follows that
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.3,2,1i This is to say div .0u
In this paper we always consider the spaces of vector value functions on 3R . We have
 )( 3,0 RC   )( 30 RC )( 3RLp and ).()()( 323,03 RLRLCRDL pp  
and ),()()( 3,033 RWRLRDL ppp  ,)()( 33 RLRDL pp 
４.)()()( 333  RDLRDLRL ppp
From 【4】and【5】we see that   .;)( 32,13 RWhhRDLp  Let P be the orthogonal
projection from )( 3RLp onto ).(
3RDLp By applying P to the first equation of (1) and
taking account of the other equations , we are let the following abstract initial value problem,
.Pr II
（3）
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We consider equation（3）in integral form Pr.III
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In 【4】 H.Fujita and T.Kato discussed the Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1) in finite
case   T,0 where  is a bounded domain in 3R with boundary  of class .3C In
Theorem 1.6 of 【4】 they proved that if u is a solution of (3) then u is of the class C as
)(2L valued functions by using semigroup theory. They gave some sufficient condotions for
(3) having a solution. In 【 5 】 Y.Giga and T.MiyakawaIn discussed the solutions of the
Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1) in 1（rL < r < ) . In Theorem 3.4 of【5】they proved that
the solution of (4) belongs to   .)),0(( nTC  They gave some sufficient condotions for (3)
and (4) having a solution. In 【13】 Mukhtarbay.Otelbaev proved in a hundred pages that if all
,u
t
u 

，   ,uu  div   ,,02  TLp then (1) have the unique solution. His result is the
best ever. But he did not prove that this solution is smooth and has bounded energy. In 【18】Veli
B.Shakhmurov discussed nonlocal Navier-Stokes problems in abstract function space ).(2 DL
He gave some sufficient condotions for (3) having a solution. These authors did good works, but
they did not answer the above Millenium Prize Problem proposed by the Clay Mathematics
Institute in 2000.
For )(),,( 3321 RLuuuu p we define ),,( 321 uuuu  and ),,( 321 uuuu 
５where  is consided as an operator operating on vector functions. If  xtu ,
）),(),,(),,(( 321 xtuxtuxtu is a velocity field then ),,(
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field. Since the operator    3 1 2
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is strongly elliptic of order 2. Theorem7.3.6 in
【14】 is also valid for 3R . From this theorem  is the infinitesimal generator of an
analytic semigroup of contractions on )( 3RLp with )()()( 3,10
3,2 RWRWD pp  . Hence
 is also the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of contraction on )( 3RLp with
)()()( 30,,1
3
,2 RWRWD pp  , where )( 3,2 RW p and )( 30,,1 RW p are the Sobolev spaces of
vector value in )( 3,2 RW p and )( 3,10 RW
P respectively. We will prove that  is also the
infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of contraction on ).( 3RDLp This is a keypoint
for our purpose.
A operator A on a vector value functions space X is called preserving divergence-free if
A maps every Xu with div 0u to Au with div 0Au .
(2)Some lemmas
Lemma 1. For every )( 3RLu p ,div 0u if and only if div 0)(  uI for
    : < arg < r  ,
where 0 ˂ ˂ .21
Proof. Let ).(),,( 3321 RLuuuu p Then
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So we have
(5)   ).)(()( divuIuIdiv  
From (5) it is clear that div 0u implies that div   .0)(  uI That is to say I is
preserving divergence-free.
Theorem 7.3.2 in 【14】 is also valid for 3R (also see the formula (2.3) in 【1】, this
result is a special case of a more general result in 【2, p.176】). Since  is a strongly elliptic
operator of order 2 on .3R From this theorem it follows that there exist constant C ˃0 , 0r and
0< < 2 such that
(6)
)()( 33
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C
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for )()( 30,,1
3
,2 RWRWu pp  and     : < arg < ., r  From (6) it
follows that for every   the operator I is injective from )(D into ).( 3RLp
From (5) it follows that   0)(  uIdiv  implies that div 0u .
Lemma 2. (1.5.12 in【9】) Let  0:)( ttT be a 0C -semigroup on a Banach space X .
If Y is a closed subspace of X such that YYtT )( for all 0t , i.e., if Y is 0)( ttT -
invariant, then the restrictions
YtTtT )(:)( 
７form a 0C -semigroup  0:)( ttT , called the subspace semigroup on the Banach space .Y
Lemma 3. (Proposition 2.2.3 in【9】) Let ))(,( ADA be the generator of a 0C -semigroup
 0:)( ttT on a Banach space X and assume that the restricted semigroup (subspace
semigroup)  0:)( ttT is a 0C -semigroup on some 0))(( ttT invariant Banach space
XY  . Then the generator of  0:)( ttT is the part ))(,( ADA of A in .Y
Lemma 4. The operator
)( 3RDLp
 is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of
contractions on ).( 3RDLp
Proof. Theorem 7.3.5 in 【14】 is also valid for .3R From this theorem  is the
infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup on ).( 3RLp Then  is also a infinitesimal
generator of an analytic semigoup on ).( 3RLp Let 0)( ttT be the restriction of the analytic
semigroup generated by  on )( 3RLp to the real axis .Then  0)( ttT is a 0C semigroup of
contractions . We have already noted that )( 3RDLp is a closed subspace of )(
3RLp . We
want to show that )( 3RDLp is 0)( ttT invariant.
For every )( 3RLu p with div 0u and     :)( <
arg  < r  , we have   uuRI  ):()(  where  is the same as in the proof
of lemma 1. From Lemma 1 it follows that div 0):(  uR  . That is to say that ):( R is
preserving divergence-free for .)(   From Theorem 2.5.2 (c) in 【14】 it follows that
 R)( , and so  .:)( r   Hence ):( R is preserving divergence-free
for every .r Let )( 3RDLu p then there exists a sequence nu such that uun
n


lim and
div nu =0 for ,...2,1n . Since ):( R is bounded and so is continuous . Hence
uRuR n
n
):():(lim 

 and div 0):(  nuR  for every .r Therefore
８)():( 3RDLuR p for every .r It follows that )( 3RDLp is ):( R -invariant for
every .r Now Theorem 4.5.1 in 【14】 implies that )( 3RDLp is 0)( ttT invariant.
From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 it follows that
)( 3RDLp
 is the infinitesimal generator of the 0C
semigroup  0:)(
)(
 ttT pDL of contractions on ).( 3RDLp
We will prove that  0:)(
)(
 ttT pDL can also be extended to an analytic semigroup on
).( 3RDLp Suppose that ,)(   i.e. there exists ):( R from )( 3RLp into
).(D Then for any ),()( 33 RLRDLu pp  )():( 3RDLuR p because ):( R is
prserving divergence-free. We have
(7)     uuRI  : and    .: uuIR  
Thus the formula (7) becomes
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From the formula (8) and Theorem 2.5.2(c) in 【14】 we have
       )0arg:()()( 2)( 3RDLp
=  arg:1   ˂ r ,1
where 0 ˂  ˂ 2 and  .,min 21    Thus, for ,1  )( 3RDLpI  is
invertible.
From Theorem 2.5.2 (c) in【14】we have for
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Now Theorem 2.5.2(c) in 【14】implies that 


  0:)(
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ttT
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can also be extended to an
analytic semigroup on ).( 3RDLp ( This is similar to the proof for Theorem 7.3.5 in 【14】 ,
see 11214.p in【14】). Therefor )( 3RDLp
 is a infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of
contractions on ).( 3RDLp 
Suppose that A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup )(tT on a
Banach space .X From the results of section 2.6 in 【14】 we can define the fraction powers
A for 10   and A is a closed linear invertible operator with domain )( AD dense in
X and A is bounded. )( AD equipped with the norm xAx   is a Banach space
denoted by X . It is clear that 0< <  implies  XX  and that the embedding of X
into X is continuous. If  A and  ˃ 21 then
2
1XX  and    D
))(( 2
1D , so the norms
)( 3RDLp
 and
2
1
3 )(RDLp
 are equivalent (see p291 in 【10】）, i.e.
there exists 0L ˃0 such that for any ))((
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For )(Du we have
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In 【5】 Giga proved the following result:
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Lemma 5. ( Lemma 2.2 in 【5】) Let 0 < .2/)1( 121  rn Then
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vAuAMvuPA
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with some constant ),,,,( rMM  provided ,2/12/  rn  ˃0,
˃0,   >1/2.
From the Lemma 5 and the formula (10) we see that if take prn  ,3
4/30   ， and ,4/3 then
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with some constant M for any ).(, 3RDLvu p Hence we haave
Lemma 6. Suppose that )( 3RDLvu p， are velocity fields and  vu )(
),( 3RDLp then
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Now we study the main lemmas of this paper.
Assumption (F). Let )( 3RDLX p and U be an open subset in XR  )10( 
The function XUf : satisfies the assumption (F) if for every Uut ),( there is a
neighborhood UV  and constants ,0L 0< 1 such that for all )2,1(),(  iVut ii
(12) )(),(),( 21212211 

uuttLutfutf
X
 .
The following lemma is extention of Theorem 6.3.1 in 【14】 to the infinite case. The proof
is aimilar. But we still write down here.
１１
Lemma 7. Let A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup )(tT on the
Banach space )( 3RDLX p satisfying 1)( tT and assume further that ).(0 A If,
0 <  <1 and f satisfies the assumption ),(F then for every initial data Uu ),0( 0 the
initial value problem
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ttutftAu
dt
tdu
with uututf )())(,(  has a global solution
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Proof. (Step 1) From the assumption on the operator A it follows that
(14)


  tCtTA )(
for   ,0t by Theorem 2.6.13(c) in 【14】. For fixed Uu ),0( 0 we choose  ˃0 such that
the estimate (12) with some constant L and  holds in the set   tutV  0:, .0 uu
Choose ,1t ˃0 let
(15) .),(max 0
0 ,1
Xtt
utfB


Since ItT
RDLBt p

 ))((0 3
)(lim implies ItT
RDLBtt p
 ))((110 3)(lim where ))((
3RDLB p is
the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from )( 3RDLp into )(
3RDLp , we can
choose 1t such that
(16)
)(001
1
3
)(
RDLt p
uAuAtT   < 2 for t0 < 1t
and
(17) 0< 1t <   .)()1(,min 11112,1     LBCt
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(Step2) Let Y be the space of functions )(ty from  ,0 to )( 3RDLp that satisfies
the following conditions:
1. )(ty is continuous fot   ,0t , i.e.
)(0)( 33
0
)()(lim
RDLRDLtt pp
tyty 

;
2. ,0)(lim
)( 3

 RDLt p
ty so
)( 3
)(
RDLp
ty is bounded for   ,0t .
For Yty )( we difine
  )(,0 3
)(sup)(
RDL
t
Y p
tyty

 . We will prove that Y is a Banach
space . Let   Ynyn  ....2.1 be a Cauchy squence in .Y For every   ,0t
 .,..2,1)( ntyn is a Cauchy squence in )( 3RDLp , so there exists )()( 30 RDLty p such
that )()(lim 0 tytyn
n

 for every   ,0t , i.e. )(0)( 33 )()(lim RDLRDLnn pp tyty  for every
  ,0t . Now we prove that .)(0 Yty 
(1) By the fact that )(0)( 33 )()(lim RDLRDLnn pp
tyty 
 is uniformly on
 ,0 and
Theorem7.11 in 【16】 we have
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Hence )(0 ty is continuous.
(2) By Theorem 7.11 in 【16】 we also have
.0)(limlim)(limlim)(limlim)(lim
)()(
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)(0 333
3   RDLntnRDLnntRDLnntRDLt pppp tytytyty
.
Hence Yty )(0 . Therefore Y is a Banach space.
Now we prove that ))(,( tyAtf  Y for Yty )( where
).())(())(,( tyAtyAtyAtf   
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First we prove that )(tyA  .Y Since A is bounded and so is continous, )(tyA  is
continuous. By (10) ))(,( tyAtf  is also continuous for   ,0t . And
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)())(()())(()(
33333
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Hence .)( YtyA  Since  is continuous we have
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Therefore ))(,( tyAtf  .Y
(Step3) On Y we define a mapping F by
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We prove that .: YYF  In fact, )(tFy is continuous fot   ,0t . Since YtyAtf  ))(,( 
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Therefore FtFy )( .
For every ,Yy 0)0( uAFy  . Let S be the nonempty closed and bounded subset of
Y defined by
（19）  .)(,)0(,: 00   YuAtyuAyYyyS
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For Sy we have when  1,0 tt
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where we used (12),(14),(17) and (19). For   ,1tt we also have
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Therefore SSF : . Furthermore, if Syy 21, and  1,0 tt then
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For   ,1tt we also have
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(see 131 197197. p in 【14】) By the contraction mapping theorem the mapping F has a
unique fixed point .)(0 Sty  This fixed point satisfies the integral equation
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Since ,)(0 Yty  so .))(,( 0 YtyAtf  From (12) and the continuous of y it follows that
))(,( tyAtft  is continuous on  1,0 t and a bounded on  .,0 1t So we can let
(22) NtyAtf
Y
 )(,( 0 for  .,0 1tt
where N is a constant.
( Step 4) We can prove that the solution )(0 ty is locally Hölder continuous about t
on  .,0  By Theorem 2.6.13 (d) and (c) in 【14】 for every  satisfying 0 ˂  ˂ 1 and
every 0˂ h ˂1 we have
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Using (22) and (23) we estimate each of the terms of (24) seperately.
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Combining (24)-(28) it follows that for every 't ˃0, 't ˂ st, 1t there is a constant C such that
(29)

stCsyty
Y
 )()( 00 for 't ˂ st, .1t
For   11 ,,0 tstt  and 1, tst  we also have the formula (27). Therefore 0y is local Hölder
continuous on  ,0 . (see p.198 in 【14】)
From (12) and (29) we have
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Hence ))(,( 0 tyAtft
 is local Hölder continuous. Let )(0 ty be the solution of (21). The
Corollary 4.3.3 in 【 14】 is also valid for ):),0((1 XLf  . From this corollary the
inhomogeneous initial problem
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

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))(,()(
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has a unique solution   ))(:,0( 31 RDLCu p and
.))(,()()()(
0 00   t dssyAsfstTutTtu 
So we have
(30) ),()1())(,()()()( 1000 tytdssyAsfstTAuAtTtuA
t     1,0 tt
    ,),()1())(,()()()( 12000 1 tttytdssyAsfstTAuAtTtuA t 
By (30) we have ),()( 0 tytuA  so
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is a global solution of (13). 
Lemma 8. Suppose that ),())((, 32
1
RDLDvu p then   pDLvu  ).( 3R
Proof. From 【4】and【5】we see that   .;)( 32,13 RWhhRDLp 
)())((, 32
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(3)Main result
Now we study the Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1). Let  
2
1)(;,0
3RDLTC p

denote the space of all Hölder continuous functions on  T,0 with exponent  and with values
in a Banach space ).(pDL
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Theorem. If we take ),( xtf to be identically zero and assume that any smooth initial value
0u is smooth, divergence-free vector field satisfying
k
kx xCxu
 )1()(0  on 3R for any
 and .K Then the Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1) has a global smooth solution with
bounded energy if and only if ).)(( 2
1
0 Du
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that the Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1) has a global
smooth solution .u Then   )(,0 300 RCxuu  and div 0u imply pDLRCu   )( 3,0 
).( 3R And so )( 3,20 RWu p )( 30,,1 RW p ).)(()( 21 DD
Sufficiency.( Step1）We will find that by incorporating the divergence-free condition, so
we can remove the pressure term from our equation. (see p. 3271 in 【4】, p. 6234 and p. 9239 in
【14】) In fact, from Theorem 1.6(ii) in【12】 we see that if ）3(RDLu p then div .0u So
first we can rewrite (1) into an abstract initial value problem on )( 3RDLp
(31)
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dt
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t
where uututF )())(,(  . From Lemma 4
)( 3RDLp
 is the generator of an analytic
semigroup )(tT of contraction on ).( 3RDLp So .1)( tT From Theorem 2.5.2(c) in 【14】
).(0 
(Step2) For any )( 3RDLu p we have
(32)
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where  ˃0 is a constant. (see p 5238 in 【14】 or Lemma 5.40 and Exercise 5.11 in 【15】)
Let U be the subset of
2
1)(
3RDLR p such that Uut ),( 11 iff )( 11 tuu  for some
 .)(;,0)(
2
1
3RDLCtu p）  Let  be a bounded open subset of 3R and let
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),,(),( kkkxtuk    ,,0(  xt ，   ).,,0(0),(),  xtxtuRk k Then ),( kut
U for   ,0t and all Rk . For any Du ))(( 21 let utu )(  ).,0( t Then
 .)(;,0)(
2
1
3RDLCtu p）  Hence U is not empty.
Let 1U be the open kernel of .U Hence ))(,( tutF uu )(  is a function :
).( 31 RDLU p From Lemma 8 for any 12211 ),(),,( Uutut  we have ,)( 11 uu  )( 2 u
)( 322 RDLu  and
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We used lemma 6 in the above third step and the formula (10) in the third step. Therefore
uu )(  is local Lipschitz continuous. Since   01Utu  is Hölder continuous about t on
 ,0 in
2
1)(
3RDLp , so there is a constant C and 0˂ ˂1 such that
(34)
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We used the Lemma 6 in the above third step, the formula (10) in the third step and the formula
２０
(34) in fifth step.
( Step 3) Suppose that ).)(( 2
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Hence ))(,( tutF satisfies the assumption ).(F Therefore from Lemma 7 for every initial data
Uu ),0( 0 the initial value problem (31) has a global solution
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That is, (31) has a global solution
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In a similar induction way as Theorem 3.9 in 【5】or as Theorem 5.1 in 【17】we can prove
２１
that the solution    .,0),( 33 ）（ RCxtu   (see Appendix) Substituting ),( xtu into (1) we
get the solution ),( xtp . And we also have ),( xtp   .,0 3RC  It follows from the
formula (2) and )( 3RDLu p that the solution ),( xtu is divergence-free. We also see that
div 0u by Theorem 1.6(ii) in 【12】 . Therefor ),( xtu and ),( xtp are the smooth global
solutions of (1).
(Step4) For physically reasonable solutions, we want to make sure the solution ),( xtu does
not grow large as x . Hence we restrict attention to force initial conditions 0u that
satisfies
K
nKn
n
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x
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
)1(
)(0
on 3R , for anyn and K . If we take 0n and 1k we get
(37) 1010 )1(
 xCu .
From the proof of Lemma 8 we see that )(0 ty in the formula (23) and
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for all   ,0t where     dssysyC
RDL
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000 3
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)()(   is a finite number.
So we have bounded energy.
２２
The above Theorem positively solves the Millenium Problem (A).
Appendix
Lemma 1.(Lemma 3.1 in 【5】) Let )( Du and   1()( 33, RWu rm ˂ r ˂ ) for
some integer 0m , then  33,2 )(RWu rm and satisfies
rmmrrm
uCu
,,2

with a constant mrC ˃0 independent of u and .u
Let   XC ;,0  denote the space of Hölder continuous functions on  ,0 with
exponent  and with values in a Banach space .X Similarly let   XC ;,0  denote the
space of functions which are Hölder continuous on every subinterval  , of  ,0 , with
exponent  .
Lemma 2. (Lemma 3.2 in 【5】) Let   )),(;,0()( 3RDLCtf p  for some 0˂  ˂1.
Then the function
     )(;,0)(;,0)()( 31
0
))(( RDLCDCdssfetv p
t st   
for every  such that 0 ˂ ˂ .
Let rP be the continuous projection from )(
3RLp to ).
3RDLp（
Lemma 3.(Lemma 3.3 in 【5】) (i) Form ˃ r/3 , there exists a constant rmC , ˃0 such that
 
rmrmrmrmr
vuCvuP
,1,,, 
for every    33,133, )(,)( RWvRWu rmrm  (1˂ r ˂ ).
(ii) When r ˃3, we have
 
rrrrr
vuCvuP
,1,1,0

２３
for   .)(, 33,1 RWvu r
We will say that )(tu has property )1)(( mPm if
  ,)((;,0 21)(  DCu m 
     ,11,)(;,0 32,1)(   mjRWCu njmj 
    nm RWCu 32,2 (;,0   ,
for all 0， ˂ ˂ 21 . Here .)( jj dtudju 
Lemma 3(ii) implies
    ))(;,0( 3RDLCuu p  for all , 0˂ ˂1/2.
Let the solution in the above Theorem be
(38)
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Lemma 2 and the Lemma 3(i) now imply
Lemma 4. ( lemma 3.6 in 【 5】 )   )(;,0  DCu  and Cdtduu  /'
);,0((  ))( 3RDLp for all  , 0˂  ˂ .21 Moreover CsysF   ))()(,( 021
  .))((;,0 332,1 RW
Lemma 5. (Lemma 3.7 in 【5】) We have      21;,0/'  DCxuu  for all
, 0˂  ˂ 21 .
The proof is similar to Lemma 3.7 in 【5】.
Since 33,1 ))(())(( 2
1
RWD r , Lemma 1, Lemma 3, Lemma 4 and the identity
))(()( '1 uuuu   show that
２４
(39)   .))((;,0 332,3 RWCu  
Lemma 5 and the above formula (39) show that )(tu has property .)( 1P
Lemma 6.( Lemma 3.8 in 【5】) mP)( implies .)( 1mP
The proof is the same to Lemma 3.8 in 【5】.
Therefore we can prove the following theorem in a similar way as Theorem 3.9 in 【5】
or as Theorem 5.1 in 【16】.
Theorem. The solution in the above Theorem is smooth.
We can also prove directly that the solution given by the above theorem is smooth. If we
consider equation (31) in integral form
（40）
.)()(
0
)(
0 dssFueuetu
t PsttP   
Then solution )(tu in the above Theoremis is the solution of (40). The Theorem 3.4 in 【5】
mean that as long as the solution of (40) exists , this solution is smooth. So according the Theorem
3.4 in 【5】the solution in the above Theoremis is smooth.
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